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     jackybins4cof ee.com



Simple, but ef ective solutions. 

Moving green coffee can be heavy and time-consuming work. Risk of manual 
handling injury and repetitive strain injury are high with laborious tasks like 

scooping out of sacks and lifting tubs and buckets, and wastage due to spills are 
common. All across the globe, coffee roasters are telling us. 

    We’ve listened, and have created 
    a simple but efective solution. 

   The JACKY Bin way? 
  Let gravity do the work...

Gravity is incredible. You know, it works at the same rate all 
year  irrespective of the local internet speed. It does not require 

batteries or power source. Access is free 24/7, year in year 
out.. It’s not influenced by politics or bad weather. Works 
anywhere in your roastery, both at floor level and up high. 
Special training is not required to use it.

Making happy roasters.
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JACKY Bins are not merely a silo – 

they open up a whole new range of pre-roasting 

workflow possibilities. Unload, lift, store, weigh, 

dispense move…..

JACKY Bins change ugly chores into pretty ones, and 

put smiles on the faces of staff and management alike!



Simple, but ef ective solutions. 
JACKY BINS

JACKY LOADING HOPPER 
AND TRANSFER MACHINES

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

230L / 150kg
JB230/8EX Nat

JBDBF-S Nat

GBTM-1

2000L / 1200kg
JB2000/8 Nat

1730L / 1200kg
LA1500/8 Nat

1600L / 1100kg
JB1600/8 Nat

1600L / 1100kg
ATS1600/8 Nat

1000L / 650kg
JB1000/8 Nat

Funnel chute 
attachment

Castors 
and wheels

V chute 
attachment

Customized 
frames

Racking for 
JACKY Bins

The inclusion of JACKY Bins and 
loading systems will revolutionize 

the way you handle green coffee in 
your roastery. Sizes ranging from 230L 

to 2000L capacities provide a large 
selection of options and combinations 

to maximize the storage potential 
within the roastery and minimize the 
amount of time and effort required to 

handle green beans. 

Making happy roasters.

Automatic Green Bean 
Transfer Machine

500L Loading 
hopper with grate



Specializing in working with coffee 
roasters globally, the team at JACKY Bins 
have extensive travel experience and 
an extremely keen interest to ‘always 
learn more’. JACKY Bins are specifically 
designed to allow easy shipping to 
any destination around the globe, and 
the JACKY mandate is to do as much 
assembly work as we possibly can before 
we despatch, so that you have the least 
amount to do upon receipt of your goods.     

Working with cof ee
roasters globally...

Everything in a bo ...

Email - sales@jackybins4coffee.com 
Phone - + 61 3 6362 3148 
Web - jackybins4coffee.com

     jackybins4cof ee.com

Join the growing ranks of happy

            cof ee roasters around the globe!!

So that your investment arrives in excellent 
order and condition, we like to pack your complete 
consignment securely into a shipping container 
for delivery to you.

In addition to the JACKY products, (bins, transfer 
machines, loading hoppers etc), we also provide 
peripheral products such as racking which will 
suit your JACKY Bins perfectly.

A container shipment of JACKY products is normally 
very quick to unload - typically around 30 minutes. 
You don’t need space to unload the container itself 
onto your property - simply do a ‘live unload’ off the 
delivery vehicle.

Contact the team at Jacky bins 4 Cof ee today


